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A B S T R A C T   

Herein, a novel molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) modified spatial-resolved “on-off” ratiometric electro-
chemiluminescence (ECL) sensing platform based on a closed bipolar electrode (BPE) has been reported for 
highly accurate and selective detection of ascorbic acid (AA). AA-imprinted MIP was decorated on the anode of 
the BPE, and Ru (bpy)3

2+ in the anode electrolyte served as anode-emitter, while ZnIn2S4 as the other ECL emitter 
was coated on the cathode. Rebinding of AA at anode promoted ECL response of ZnIn2S4 (440 nm) at cathode. 
Meanwhile, the ECL response at 605 nm decreased, arising from the hindered reaction of Ru (bpy)3

2+ on the 
anode surface. Therefore, an “on-off” BPE-ECL sensing platform was fabricated and showed distinguished per-
formance in repeatability and selectivity thanks to the ratio correction effect and the specific recognition from 
MIP. The linear range for AA detection is from 50 nM to 3 μM with a low detection limit of 20 nM (S/N = 3). The 
assay deviation of the ratio responses largely declined by about 15 and 5 times compared with the ones from 
single pole in the aspect of repeatability and long-term stability, respectively. This work provides a reliable and 
stable sensing pattern for practical application, which also furnishes a strategy for designing simple and low-cost 
ECL sensing devices.   

1. Introduction 

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) based instruments have been 
widely used as commercial equipment due to its unique features, 
including simplified optical setup, high sensitivity, easy operation, etc 
(Miao, 2008). Thereupon, a variety of signal probes have been devel-
oped for different applications and showed excellent performance (Chen 
et al., 2016; Gui et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2015). However, poor robustness 
of ECL technique presents tremendous barriers for its practical detec-
tion. In recent years, the ratiometric concept has been introduced into 
ECL sensors (Cao et al., 2018a; Zhao et al., 2015). Thanks to the built-in 
correction, the final ratiometric response between detection and refer-
ence signals can substantially make up systematic and random errors 
derived from power source, environment, personal factors, etc. Up to 
now, ratiometric ECL sensors have been developed for analyzing a va-
riety of substances like metal ions (Cheng et al., 2014; Lei et al., 2015), 

proteins (Feng et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016), and cancer cells (Wang 
et al., 2016a). However, a challenge that accompanies ratio-signal 
sensor is how to avert cross reaction induced by two ECL substances 
together with their co-reactants in the same reaction cell (Cao et al., 
2018b). To settle this problem, several spatial-resolved ECL ratiometric 
platforms have been proposed by physically separating different ECL 
emitters. Among them, closed BPE has been constructed for this need, 
wherein anode and cathode compartments are physically separated. 
Such design is able to inhibit mutual interference since it possesses 
dividing emitter settings, and isolated reaction containers as well (Fos-
dick et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016b). Furthermore, it extends the choice 
of applicable materials for functional modification. 

It is known that ECL is a highly sensitive approach, and quite sus-
ceptible to the influence from environment and sample matrix. To 
address this issue, functional decoration of ECL sensor is necessary to 
provide specific recognition toward target analyte. MIP as artificial 
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antibody possesses significant advantages, including specific recogni-
tion ability, low cost, inherent robustness, etc. Therefore, introduction of 
MIP is supposed to afford sensor with specificity together with stability 
and cost-effectiveness (Mayes and Mosbach, 1997). As far as we exam-
ined the literatures, a ratio ECL sensor involving molecular imprinting 
technique (MIT) and BPE strategy has never been reported till now. 

Herein, we developed a novel “on-off” BPE-ECL ratiometric platform 
and fully tested its quantitative performance by taking ascorbic acid 
(AA) as the model analyte. It is worth to note that this sensing system 
owns satisfactory detection limit without using any sensitization modi-
fication. The construction and composition of the platform is exhibited 
in Scheme 1. MIP was decorated at the anode for target recognition 
(Fig. S1) and Ru (bpy)3

2+ in the anode reservoir served as ECL anode- 
emitter, while ZnIn2S4 as the ECL cathode-emitter was drop-coated on 
the surface of the cathode. It is also the first application of ZnIn2S4 as 
ECL emitter to construct ECL sensors. Motivated by the driving elec-
trode, oxidation of Ru (bpy)3

2+ at the anode and reduction of ZnIn2S4 at 
the cathode occurred simultaneously, yielding two ECL emission signals 
with different emission wavelengths. In the presence of AA molecules, 
the anode response from Ru (bpy)3

2+ decreased due to AA binding by 
MIP, and meanwhile the cathode response increased. Concentration of 
AA was therefore obtained by calculating the current ratio of the cath-
ode and the anode (Icat/Iano). The proposed ratio sensor was further 
applied to determine AA in newborn calf serum. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Characterization of ZnIn2S4 

Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of 
ZnIn2S4 (Fig. 1A) show nanoflower-like morphology with average 
diameter around 3–4 μm, and its petals present thin nanosheet hierar-
chy. Energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) (Fig. 1B) reveals the suc-
cessful preparation of ZnIn2S4 (Salavati-Niasari et al., 2013). X-ray 
powder diffraction (XRD) spectrum was recorded to identify the crystal 
structure. As can be seen in Fig. 1C, the typical XRD peaks at 22.4◦, 
28.4◦, 30.4◦, 39.9◦, 47.2◦, 52.4◦ and 55.8◦, respectively correspond to 
the lattice plane {006}, {102}(Ma et al., 2015), {104}, {108}, {110}, 
{116} and {022} of hexagonal ZnIn2S4 (JCPDS-03-065-2023) (Yuan 
et al., 2014). As shown in Fig. 1D, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) spectrum of the S 2p region can be divided into two peaks at 
161.95 eV and 163.03 eV, which agree well with the S2− valence state 
(Liu et al., 2014). The characteristic peaks in regional spectrum of Zn 2p 
(Fig. 1E) and In 3 d (Fig. 1F) are consistent with the typical binding 
energy peaks for Zn2+ and In3+ (Li et al., 2017). Fig. 1G exhibits the ECL 
responses of ZnIn2S4 in six consecutive potential scannings. Relative 
standard deviation (RSD) of the emission responses was lower than 5%, 
confirming excellent repeatability of the obtained ZnIn2S4 crystals. 

2.2. Fabrication and characterization of BPE 

Scheme 1 illustrates construction and composition of the “on-off” 
ratiometric BPE-ECL sensing platform. ZnIn2S4 and MIP were modified 
respectively at the cathode and the anode of a graphite rod electrode 
(GRE), which was then placed into the reaction cell (see the details in 
supporting information, Fig. S2). Electrolyte in the anode compartment 
is phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 0.125 mM Ru (bpy)3

2+ and 6.25 
mM tri-n-propylamine (TPrA), while the cathode compartment is filled 
with PBS containing 0.1 M K2S2O8. Under the excitation of cyclic vol-
tammetry (CV) scanning in 0–1.2 V, Ru (bpy)3

2+ was oxidized at anode, 
accompanied by simultaneous reduction of ZnIn2S4 at cathode. The 
generated ECL emission signals were located at different emission 
wavelengths and named as Iano and Icat. Adsorption of AA by MIP layer 
when the anode was immersed in AA solution prohibits transfer of Ru 
(bpy)3

2+ onto electrode surface, thus causing decrease of Iano (Lach et al., 
2019; Sharma et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). In addition, AA as elec-
troactive agents can be oxidized at low potential (Cheng et al., 2015), 
resulting in decreased number of electrons provided for Ru (bpy)3

2+

oxidation. In contrast, rebinding of AA at anode promotes the electronic 
transmission capacity of MIP, thus facilitating the faradic current 
flowing through the GRE and elevating the Icat value (Malinauskas et al., 
2004; Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, AA adsorption exhibited apparent 
enhancing effect on Icat and inhibiting effect on Iano, suggesting the 
feasibility of building ratio-based methodology using the fabricated 
BPE-ECL platform. 

Surface morphology of the BPE anode was characterized by SEM. As 
observed in Fig. 2A and B, after MIP deposition, the structure of MIP/ 
GRE showed no obvious change and only the thickness of the graphite 
flakes increased, implying formation of polymeric membrane over the 
GRE surface. After extraction of AA from MIP/GRE (Fig. 2C), the 
morphology of polymer membrane scarcely changed, reflecting firmness 
of MIP film. What is more, we applied differential pulse voltammetry 
(DPV) to track the synthesis process of MIP and validate removal of 
template molecules. As shown in Fig. 2D, a wide peak exists after MIP 
decoration, which might be attributed to oxidation of AA molecules that 
were embedded in the network of electropolymerized o-phenylenedi-
amine. After removal of template molecules, the peak vanishes due to no 
electroactive substances encapsulated within the MIP layer. Re-exposure 
of MIP/GRE to AA solution brought about their specific binding and a 
distinct peak appears as the result of oxidation of the sorbed AA. 

The electrochemical behavior of differently modified GRE was 
monitored by CV in [Fe(CN)6]3− /4− solution (Fig. 2E). After MIP 
modification, the redox peak currents of [Fe(CN)6]3− /4− decreased 
significantly due to the poor electrical conductivity of poly-o-phenyl-
enediamine and the densely-blanketed MIP membrane. Therefore, 
electrochemical reaction of the embedded AA molecules was inhibited, 
so was [Fe(CN)6]3− /4− in electrolyte. Subsequently, the curve of the 

Scheme 1. Schematic presentation of the spatical-resolved “on-off” ratiometric BPE-ECL sensing platform for AA monitoring based on a molecularly imprinted 
polymer modified bipolar electrode. 
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MIP/GRE after extraction of AA displays apparent elevation of redox 
peaks, owing to formation of the AA-imprinted cavities in the MIP. These 
cavities served as electron transfer channels for [Fe(CN)6]3− /4− ions. 
After overnight immersion in water, the MIP chains may get loose, and 
consequently the electrolyte infiltrated into the polymer and generated 
redox currents. Re-exposure of MIP/GRE to AA led to further increase of 

the peak currents, mainly ascribed to contribution from the rebound AA. 
AA molecules are electroactive and their electrochemical reactions 
resulted in enhancement of the peak current. This is why MIP/GRE after 
rebinding higher-concentration AA showed larger peak currents. 

Fig. 1. (A) Representative SEM image of ZnIn2S4. Inset is the corresponding imagine at lower magnification. (B) EDS spectra of ZnIn2S4. (C) The corresponding XRD 
pattern of ZnIn2S4. XPS spectra of ZnIn2S4: (D) S 2p, (E) Zn 2p, and (F) In 3 d. (G) Repeatability of ECL intensity response of ZnIn2S4 under six continuous CV scanning 
in PBS (pH7.0) containing 0.1 M K2S2O8. 

Fig. 2. Representative SEM images of (A) bare GRE, MIP/GRE (B) before and (C) after extraction of AA. Insets are the corresponding images at lower magnification. 
(D) DPV responses of different GREs in PBS (pH7.0). DPV experiments were performed with amplitude of 50 mV. Pulse width and pulse period was 50 ms and 0.5 s, 
respectively. (E) CV curves of different GREs in 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3− /4− . Scan rate was set at 50 mV s− 1. 
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2.3. Sensing principle and performance for AA detection 

When the BPE sensor underwent CV scanning from 0 to 1.2 V, 
ZnIn2S4 at cathode emitted ECL response centered at 440 nm, while Ru 
(bpy)3

2+ at anode showed an ECL emission peak at 605 nm (Fig. S3). The 
ECL mechanism at the anode pole is given in Eqs. S (1)-(3), in which 
TPrA acts as an co-reactant and participates in excitation of Ru (bpy)3

2+

(Dong et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015). In the cathode compartment, S2O8
2−

in PBS serves as the co-reactant of ZnIn2S4, and the possible mechanism 
is elucidated in Eqs. (1)–(5). Briefly, ZnIn2S4 is electron-injected and 
turns into negatively charged species ([ZnIn2S4

•]− ). Meanwhile, S2O8
2− is 

reduced to oxidant ([SO4
•]− ). Thereafter, the radical anion [ZnIn2S4

•]−

reacts with [SO4
•]− and turns to electronically excited state (ZnIn2S4*). 

The subsequent relaxation of ZnIn2S4* to ground state is accompanied 
by emission of light.  

ZnIn2S4 + e− → [ZnIn2S4
•]− Eq. (1)  

S2O8
2− + e− → SO4

2− + [SO4
•]− Eq. (2)  

[SO4
•]− → SO4

2− + h+ Eq. (3)  

[ZnIn2S4
•]− + h+ → ZnIn2S4*                                                      Eq. (4)  

ZnIn2S4* → ZnIn2S4 + hv                                                          Eq. (5) 

When CV scanning was applied, oxidation of Ru (bpy)3
2+ occurred in 

the anode compartment, accompanied by the reduction of ZnIn2S4 in the 
cathode compartment. Iano decreases with the increasing of AA 

concentration, while Icat increases (Fig. 3A). As can be found in Fig. 3B 
and C, Icat and Iano responses were positively and negatively correlated 
with the logarithm of AA concentration, respectively. As illustrated in 
Fig. 3D, the ratio of ECL response signals (Icat/Iano) is proportional to the 
logarithm of AA concentration, and the linear equation is Icat/Iano =

26.619 + 3.599lgCAA (nM) (R2 = 0.982). Under the optimal experi-
mental conditions (Fig. S4), it was seen that the fabricated BPE-ECL 
sensor exhibited a linear relationship in the range of 50–3000 nM, and 
the detection limit was 20 nM (S/N = 3). Table S1 is a comparison 
among several reported ECL sensors for AA detection. Without modifi-
cation of extra sensitizing material, our BPE-ECL sensor presents com-
parable or better performance in the aspects of sensitivity and detection 
range. 

To appraise its feasibility in real-sample detection, the fabricated 
sensor was applied to determine AA in newborn calf serum. As shown in 
Table 1, the recovery values measured via standard addition method is 
in the range of 98.7%–100.8%, indicating good accuracy of the sensor. 
The same serum samples were detected in parallel using high perfor-
mance liquid chromatography (HPLC) as a “gold” method, of which the 
results agree well with the newly developed sensing system, demon-
strating decent reliability and validity. 

2.4. Assessment of the ratio ECL platform 

To compare repeatability of the testing results from the two poles 
with their ratio values, Iano and Icat were recorded by 15 consecutive 
tests with 100 nM AA solution. It can be seen in Fig. 4A that both Icat and 

Fig. 3. (A) ECL responses (I) to different concentrations of AA (50 nM–3 μM). The anode reservoir is PBS (pH7.0) containing 0.125 mM Ru (bpy)3
2+ and 6.25 mM 

TPrA and the cathode reservoir is PBS (pH7.0) containing 0.1 M K2S2O8. The calibration curves correlating (B) the anode ECL responses (Iano), (C) the cathode ECL 
responses (Icat), and (D) ratio responses (Icat/Iano) with the logarithm of concentration of AA (lgCAA). Insets are ECL responses correlating concentration of AA (CAA). 
ECL measurements were motivated by CV scanning from 0 to 1.2 V. Error bars represent the standard deviation from three parallel measurements. 
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Iano decreases with the increase of testing times, while the ratio signal 
(Icat/Iano) remains almost constant. RSD value of the ratiometric results 
is 15 times lower than that of single-pole results (n = 15). Long-term 
stability was also investigated, during which the sensing cell was 
stored dry at 4 ◦C and used to measure 500 nM AA sample every day. 
There is no distinct alteration in Icat/Iano response after 25 days despite 
the decrement of Icat and Iano (Fig. 4B). RSD of the ratiometric platform is 
5 times lower compared with the single-pole results (n = 25). These tests 
fully manifest the distinguished robustness of the ratiometric BPE-ECL 
sensor. 

Selectivity was evaluated by testing sensor responses towards 500 
nM urea, uric acid (UA), dopamine (DA), glucose, AA, and their mixture 
solution. As displayed in Fig. 4C, the sensing responses towards samples 
containing AA are significantly different from these interferents with a 
significant level of 0.01. Meanwhile, negligible difference can be 
observed between the responses from pure AA sample and the mixture 
with a significant level of 0.05. The good selectivity is very likely to do 

with the specific recognition contributed by MIP membrane. In a word, 
thanks to the superior selectivity of MIP and the preeminent robustness 
of ratiometric BPE-ECL sensor, the “on-off” ratiometric platform can be 
employed for accurate and selective determinate of AA. 

3. Conclusion 

We reported a novel MIP modified “on-off” ratiometric electro-
chemiluminescence (ECL) sensing pattern based on a closed bipolar 
electrode (BPE). It is the first ratio ECL sensor involving molecular 
imprinting technique and BPE strategy, in which ZnIn2S4 as the cathode- 
emitter was employed in constructing ECL sensor for the first time. Cross 
reaction can be effectively avoided due to the inherent characteristic of 
BPE that the different reactions take place at spatial-resolved poles. The 
ECL signals from the two electrode poles with “on-off” response mode 
constituted a ratio value for quantitative analysis, exhibiting excellent 
robustness and reliability. The fabricated platform showed great sensing 
performance toward the model anlayte-AA, displaying relatively wide 
linear range, low detection limit, excellent selectivity and repeatability. 
Taking the innate advantage of high sensitivity of ECL technology, it is 
worth to note that this sensing system generated satisfactory detection 
limit without any extra sensitization modification. With all these merits, 
the “on-off” ratiometric BPE-ECL sensor is expected to provide a uni-
versal methodology for designing ECL sensors with high robustness and 
selectivity. 
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Table 1 
Determination results of AA in newborn calf serum using the fabricated sensor 
and HPLC (n = 3).  

Serum 
samples 

Added 
(μM) 

Found by HPLC 
(μM)a 

Found by sensor 
(μM)a 

Recovery 
(%) 

1 0 
10 
20 

1.023 ± 0.022 
11.015 ± 0.027 
21.015 ± 0.018 

1.021 ± 0.017 
11.008 ± 0.020 
21.043 ± 0.032 

– 
99.8 
100.1 

2 0 
10 
20 

0.912 ± 0.008 
10.883 ± 0.010 
20.810 ± 0.016 

0.907 ± 0.022 
10.781 ± 0.014 
20.712 ± 0.018 

– 
98.7 
99.0 

3 0 
10 
20 

0.945 ± 0.015 
10.841 ± 0.018 
21.034 ± 0.024 

0.932 ± 0.024 
10.825 ± 0.014 
21.088 ± 0.027 

– 
98.9 
100.8  

a The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. 

Fig. 4. Plots of ECL responses versus (A) repeated times and (B) storage time. (C) ECL responses of the BPE-ECL sensor after successive incubation in 500 nM urea, 
UA, DA, glucose, AA, and their mixture solution. ECL measurements were motivated by CV scanning from 0 to 1.2 V. Error bars represent the standard deviation from 
three parallel measurements. 
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